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Abstract—A low swing clocking methodology applicable to industrial ICs and design flows is proposed. The proposed methodology consists of (1) a novel flip-flop cell that enables low swing operation at the sinks without degrading timing performance, (2) a new clock tree synthesis algorithm to satisfy the original skew/slew constraints within a voltage scaled clock network, and (3) skew scheduling method to fix possible timing violations in a gated, low swing clock network. Experimental results on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits designed with a 45 nm technology demonstrate 37% and 22% reduction in, respectively, clock tree and flip-flop power consumption while satisfying the original timing constraints (i.e. same clock frequency, skew and slew) of the full swing clock network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power consumption has become a critical design objective for almost any application [1]. Low swing signaling is a well known approach to reduce dynamic power in long, capacitive interconnects [2]. Low swing clock distribution has also been proposed since clock networks consume a significant portion of the overall dynamic power [3]–[5]. Existing works on low swing clocking suffer from multiple issues, making these approaches impractical for industrial circuits. These issues are: (1) level shifters are used to restore clock signal back to full swing at the last stage of a clock network (before the clock pin of the flip-flops), significantly sacrificing power savings, (2) important constraints such as skew and slew are not systematically considered, and (3) clock gating is not considered. All of these issues are resolved with the proposed methodology, as described in this paper.

In the proposed low swing clocking methodology, the voltage of the clock network is scaled by utilizing a low voltage power grid whereas the data signals are maintained at full swing to ensure the same performance. The proposed methodology includes a novel low swing flip-flop cell, a new clock tree synthesis algorithm, and a method to exploit useful skew in heavily gated, low swing clock trees. Each of these components alleviates an important issue in low swing clocking, as depicted in Fig. 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Challenges of low swing clocking and contributions of this work are highlighted in Section II. The proposed methodology and simulation results are presented in Section III. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV.

II. CHALLENGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Several challenges exist in applying low swing clocking to industrial circuits with heavily gated clock networks. These challenges and proposed solutions are summarized here.

A. Low Swing Operation at the Sinks: New Flip-Flop Cell

Traditional low swing clocking methodologies restore clock signals back to full swing at the sinks since conventional flip-flops cannot be reliably used with a low swing clock signal. A low swing clock signal either causes significant contention/short circuit current (thereby significantly increasing the power consumption) and/or increase clock-to-Q delay (thereby possibly violating the timing constraints). An important disadvantage of restoring back to full swing signal is a significant reduction in power savings since the last stage of a clock network consumes large power due to high capacitance. Thus, to maximize power savings, a novel flip-flop cell is developed, as further discussed in Section III-A.

B. Satisfy Skew and Slew Constraints: Novel CTS

At scaled supply voltages (as required for low swing operation), clock insertion delay increases, which in turn increases clock skew under variations. Furthermore, the driving ability of the clock buffers is also degraded, which significantly increases clock slew. Satisfying the slew constraint at low swing operation therefore becomes highly challenging. A higher number of clock buffers is typically required which reduces the power savings. Our results demonstrate that an optimum voltage swing level exists beyond which low swing clocking increases overall power due to excessive buffering (assuming tight slew constraints) [6]. The proposed clock tree synthesis (CTS) algorithm for low swing operation is discussed in Section III-B.
reliability (high contention current, large glitches, failure in logic “high”. This behavior significantly affects the operation of the flip-flop when the clock signal is at full swing. If the same flip-flop is used with a low swing clock signal, the PMOS transistors driven by the clock signal fail to completely turn off when the clock signal is at logic high, increasing the short-circuit current, which increases the short-circuit power dissipation.

In a typical flip-flop, clock signals drive both NMOS and PMOS transistors. If the same flip-flop is used with a low swing clock signal (as low as half the nominal supply voltage), the PMOS transistors driven by the clock signal fail to completely turn off when the clock signal is at logic high, N3 can completely turn off. Pass gates with NMOS transistors, however, cannot transfer a full voltage to the output. This issue is critical since the incoming data signal operates at full swing. Thus, node A cannot reach a full $V_{DD}$ which increases the short-circuit power dissipation in the following stages in addition to increasing clock-to-Q delay. To alleviate these issues, a pull-up network consisting of two PMOS transistors (P1 and P2) is added. Finally, a pull-down logic (N1 and N2) is also added to enhance propagation delay and setup time. Specifically, when data and clock signals are at logic low, the pull-down logic is active and quickly pulls the output node to ground, triggering the pull-up network. Thus, node A quickly reaches full $V_{DD}$.

The proposed flip-flop is compared with existing low voltage flip-flop cells: L-C$^2$MOS-SA-2 [8], RCSFF [9], NDKFF [10], and CRFF [11]. Clock-to-Q delay and power consumption are illustrated for each flip-flop in Fig. 2. According to these results, the proposed topology achieves the least power consumption and clock-to-Q delay until a swing voltage of approximately 0.5 V. At a swing of 0.7 V, an average reduction of 38.1% and 44.4% in, respectively, power consumption and clock-to-Q delay is demonstrated.

The proposed flip-flop enables reliable low swing operation at the clock pins of the leaf cells, thereby maximizing the power savings of the proposed methodology. This flip-flop is used by the clock tree synthesis procedure, described in the following section.

### III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

#### A. Low Swing Flip-Flop Cell

The first component of the proposed methodology is a novel flip-flop cell that can reliably work with a low swing clock signal while the incoming data signal is at full swing. In a typical flip-flop, clock signals drive both NMOS and PMOS transistors. If the same flip-flop is used with a low swing clock signal, the PMOS transistors driven by the clock signal fail to completely turn off when the clock signal is at logic “high”. This behavior significantly affects the operation reliability (high contention current, large glitches, failure in worst-case operating points) of a traditional flip-flop driven by a low swing clock signal [7].

The master latch of the proposed flip-flop is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the slave latch is identical to the master latch. Rather than using transmission gates, pass gate with an NMOS transistor (N3) is utilized as the switch. Thus, when the low swing clock signal is at logic high, N3 can completely turn off. Pass gates with NMOS transistors, however, cannot transfer a full voltage to the output. This issue is critical since the incoming data signal operates at full swing. Thus, node A cannot reach a full $V_{DD}$ which increases the short-circuit power dissipation in the following stages in addition to increasing clock-to-Q delay. To alleviate these issues, a pull-up network consisting of two PMOS transistors (P1 and P2) is added. Finally, a pull-down logic (N1 and N2) is also added to enhance propagation delay and setup time. Specifically, when data and clock signals are at logic low, the pull-down logic is active and quickly pulls the output node to ground, triggering the pull-up network. Thus, node A quickly reaches full $V_{DD}$.

The proposed flip-flop is compared with existing low voltage flip-flop cells: L-C$^2$MOS-SA-2 [8], RCSFF [9], NDKFF [10], and CRFF [11]. Clock-to-Q delay and power consumption are illustrated for each flip-flop in Fig. 2. According to these results, the proposed topology achieves the least power consumption and clock-to-Q delay until a swing voltage of approximately 0.5 V. At a swing of 0.7 V, an average reduction of 38.1% and 44.4% in, respectively, power consumption and power-delay product is demonstrated.

The proposed flip-flop enables reliable low swing operation at the clock pins of the leaf cells, thereby maximizing the power savings of the proposed methodology. This flip-flop is used by the clock tree synthesis procedure, described in the following section.

#### B. CTS Algorithm for Low Swing Operation

Enabling low swing clocking on the clock tree is achievable through voltage scaling of the buffers. Clock tree timing performance (i.e. clock skew and slew), however, is degraded at scaled voltages [12]. Thus, a novel CTS method is required to accommodate low swing operation while satisfying the original skew and slew constraints.
The proposed slew-aware clock tree synthesis algorithm (shown in Fig. 4) adopts the well-known zero-skew-tree deferred merge embedding (ZST-DME) method [13] to merge two nodes into one at each step. The merging cost is inspired by [14], which considers both the capacitance and the delay as the cost metric. In this work, this cost is modified to consider the slew and the delay, in order to accurately capture the impact of higher wire resistance. The algorithm starts with initializing the minimum cost as infinity. It is identified whether a merging pair is feasible. If a feasible pair is identified, it is checked if it has the minimum cost, and the minimum cost is updated. This process continues until all pairs are processed. After all pairs are processed, the minimum cost is checked. If minimum cost is infinity, no feasible pairs are found. In this case, a buffering process is followed to help satisfy the slew constraint. Otherwise, the feasible minimum cost pair is merged and initialized as a new node. After the delay, slew and the capacitance of this new node are initialized, it is checked if the difference between the maximum and the minimum is larger than the skew constraint \( \text{slew}_{\text{const}} \). The case of a skew violation is solved through moderate wire snaking for small violations and through buffer insertion for larger violations. This embedded skew minimization scheme helps build a skew balanced clock tree at each level; therefore it has a potential to minimize the buffering/wiring cost at the upper levels of the clock tree. This procedure continues until the number of unmerged nodes is one, which is the source of the clock tree. The combined results of the proposed CTS procedure and flip-flop cell are presented in Section III-D.

**C. Useful Skew in Gated Low Swing Clock Trees**

As mentioned previously, data signals operate at full swing voltage level to maintain the clock frequency constant. Furthermore, the proposed flip-flop does not degrade timing performance despite operating at reduced clock swings. It is, however, observed that the timing performance can still be degraded in low swing operation due to heavy clock gating that is common in practical clock networks.

To better illustrate this point, a simple clock gated circuit is shown in Fig. 5. A conventional data path is from R0 to R1. Conventional clock launch and capture paths are from the clock source to the clock pins of R0, R1, and ICG0 (clock gating cell). The Enable path consists of R1/R3 to ICG0. In addition to these traditional paths, a timing path exists between ICG0 and R2/R3. This path (due to local clock tree) is referred to as the clock propagation path. The delay of this path can be significant when the ICG cell has a large fanout and drives a large number of flip-flops. In low swing clocking, this delay further increases due to lower supply voltage of the clock buffers (B0 and B1 in Fig. 5). Thus, significant skew occurs at the clock pins of R3 and ICG0. This skew degrades the timing characteristics (reduces positive slack) of the Enable path. If it is sufficiently large, timing violation occurs. To fix this issue, useful skew is exploited in this work.

Existing skew scheduling methods cannot be directly used since nonzero clock propagation paths are not considered in prior work [15]. In the proposed approach, each ICG cell is treated as a flip-flop with an associated clock arrival time. The clock propagation delays (between ICG and flip-flops) are treated as clock skew [16]. However, note that the clock signal should arrive to the ICG cell earlier than it arrives to the flip-flops gated by this ICG cell due to positive clock propagation path delay. This constraint is different than conventional data paths where skew can be both positive and negative. Combining this constraint with the traditional, data path related constraints, an improved linear programming solution for skew scheduling in ICs with gated clock trees is obtained, as listed in Table I. The bold lines represent the **new** constraints required for gated clock networks.

At constant clock period, the objective function of skew schedule is to maximize the ICG to flip-flop (gated by this ICG) delay. Thus, after skew scheduling, more delay can be tolerated between the ICG and flip-flops. This characteristic is highly useful for low swing clocking since larger delay possibly causes a timing violation within the Enable path.

![Fig. 5. Different types of timing paths in a clock gated design.](image_url)
The proposed approach is evaluated using the largest ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. ICG cells are inserted by the tool during the synthesis stage. According to the results, on average, the tolerable delay between ICG and flip-flops increases by 47%, thereby compensating the increase in delay due to low swing clocking.

D. Reduction in Power Consumption

The proposed CTS algorithm is implemented in Perl and the new flip-flop cell is custom designed with NCSU 45nm technology [17]. The output circuits are tested using HSPICE. Eight largest circuits from ISCAS’89 benchmarks are selected. The logic synthesis and the physical placement of flip-flop sinks are performed using SoC Encounter. The largest size buffer (NBUFFX32) and the wire model (with per unit values of $R_{\text{unit}}=2\Omega/\mu\text{m}$ and $C_{\text{unit}}=0.1 fF/\mu\text{m}$) are obtained from SAED library [18]. The experiments are performed at the slowest corner (SS/0.9V/125°C) to verify functionality in reduced noise margins. Frequency is set to 1GHz with 150ps slew (15% of the period) and 50ps skew (5% of the clock period) constraints. The low swing voltage level is selected as the level that has minimum power consumption, which is empirically determined as $0.65 \times V_{\text{dd}}$.

The power consumption of clock tree, the overall power consumption of flip-flop cells, clock skew, maximum clock slew and the maximum clock-to-Q delay of flip-flops are compared against a full swing clock tree with traditional full swing flip-flops. The results are presented in Table II. The proposed slew-aware methodology satisfies both skew and slew constraints simultaneously, while achieving, on average, a significant 37% power savings. Furthermore, the proposed low swing flip-flop achieves, on average, 22% power savings, while providing smaller clock-to-Q delay.

IV. Conclusions

Methodology has been proposed to facilitate low swing clocking in practical circuits with heavy clock gating. The limitations of existing low swing approaches have been alleviated through a novel flip-flop cell design, a slew-aware CTS algorithm to satisfy skew and slew in low swing clock trees, and a method to exploit useful skew to fix timing violations. Experimental results demonstrate 37% reduction in power consumption while satisfying the original timing constraints (frequency, skew, and slew).
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### Table II

The comparison of clock tree power (CP in mW), flip-flop power (DFFP in mW), clock skew (Sk. in ps), clock slew (Sl. in ps) and the clock-to-Q delay (C2Q in ps) for the baseline full swing (FS) and proposed low swing (LS) methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuits</th>
<th>CP (FS)</th>
<th>DFFP</th>
<th>Sk.</th>
<th>Sl.</th>
<th>C2Q</th>
<th>CP (LS)</th>
<th>DFFP</th>
<th>Sk.</th>
<th>Sl.</th>
<th>C2Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s1423</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>167.7</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>168.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>169.3</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>137.3</td>
<td>173.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s5378</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>123.6</td>
<td>172.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38450</td>
<td>1.255</td>
<td>1.885</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>180.4</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>138.3</td>
<td>172.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13307</td>
<td>1.343</td>
<td>2.176</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>183.0</td>
<td>182.4</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>1.686</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>140.8</td>
<td>173.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38584</td>
<td>3.199</td>
<td>4.656</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>178.5</td>
<td>2.014</td>
<td>3.649</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>141.3</td>
<td>172.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38417</td>
<td>3.685</td>
<td>5.749</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>125.3</td>
<td>179.8</td>
<td>2.319</td>
<td>4.519</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>140.3</td>
<td>173.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s35932</td>
<td>3.908</td>
<td>6.318</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>179.9</td>
<td>2.581</td>
<td>4.959</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>142.6</td>
<td>173.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Norm. 1.00 1.00 <50ps <150ps 176.2 0.63 0.78 <50ps <150ps 172.5